Application and Implementation of Image Point Operation in Gray Scale Transformation
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Abstract—Gray scale transformation is a common image enhancement technology in digital image processing. It can facilitate operations such as strengthening and stretching image contrast, layering gray levels, and inversing pictures so as to highlight image characters and image contrast. Image point operation is a preferable method to transform grey level of images and with various transformation functions, image point operation can be categorized linear functions and non-linear ones. The article sums up circumstances where common point operations are applied and conducts simulation experiment by using MATLAB software before it provides the experiment results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The process used to be called the spatial transformation of the image, is to realize the image processing by the spatial function transformation. It is the most common technology of image enhancement in digital image processing. The pixels are operated by various functions by using the space of the image pixels [1]. There are two ways to realize the spatial transformation: The first one is based on pixels. What we call Image point operation is that each of the image processing is performed on each pixel, and has nothing to do with other pixels. The second one is based on template. What we call template operation or domain operation is that the process of image processing is to deal with each sub graph of the image. Each sub graph is a geometric neighborhood of the center of a certain pixel. This paper focuses on the analysis and introduction of image point operation on the image gray transformation, and the role of the MATLAB programming to achieve the image point operation, the experimental results are given by the experimental effects [2].

II. IMAGE POINT OPERATION

The image point operations refers to every pixel in the image is calculated, so that the output of each pixel value are only decided by the corresponding point values, which can be understood as a mapping between point-to-point [3]. The function form is B(x, y) = f[A(x, y)], where A(x, y) is the input images and B(x, y) is the output images and f is map function [4]. Point operation, commonly referred to as gray scale transformation, is one of the common methods of image enhancement processing. It is often used to change the gray scale and distribution of the image [5]. By this method, the dynamic range of the image can be increased, the contrast of the image can be enhanced and the image becomes more distinct.

The point operation is determined by the gray level mapping function f. According to the difference of F, the operation can be divided into two categories, linear point operation and nonlinear point operation [6].

The function form of linear point operation can be described by linear equation: F(DA)=a*DA+b=DB, where DA is the gray value of input points and DB is used to indicate the gray value of the corresponding output points.

The so-called nonlinear point operation is that the mapping function f is a nonlinear relationship. The most common of nonlinear relationship are the logarithm and power index, etc [7]. The general form of the logarithmic transformation is: D'=c*log (1+| D |), where c is a constant.

Using a logarithmic function to complete the nonlinear transform of the image, so as to realize gray level of image expansion and compression, it can map the low gray values in a narrower range of the image to a wider range of gray values [8]. Similarly, the same reason for the high gray values. And the general form of the power exponent is s=c r γ, where C and γ are...
nonnegative constants \[^9\]. The function diagram is shown in Fig.1.

![Fig.1. Sketch for s=cr^\gamma](image)

It can be known by analyzing figure 1 that the power exponent transformation is similar to the logarithmic transformation when \(\gamma<1\); And for \(\gamma>1\) the situation is just the reverse. But when \(\gamma=1\) and \(c=1\), the situation is identity transformation. By comparison, we can know that the power exponent is used wider than the logarithmic transformation, and the image contrast enhancement of the power exponent transform is conventionally called gamma correction.

III. REALIZATION OF IMAGE POINT OPERATION BASED ON MATLAB

Due to the limitation of space, this paper will focus on two examples, which are respectively selected from the linear point operation and the nonlinear point operation.

Basic ideas: First, construct function of contrast enhancement. Then, every pixel in the image is transformed using double loop control by a linear transformation or nonlinear transformation respectively \[^10\]. Finally, the reconstructed image and the original image are compared and analyzed, and the experimental results are given.

1. Code for linear point operations is as follows:

   Linear point operation of form \(DB=a*DA+b\):

   ```matlab
   x1=imread('pout.tif') ;
   subplot(2,3,1) ;
   imshow(x1),title('Original image') ;
   axis square
   f0=0 ; g0=30 ;
   f1=255; g1=255;
   subplot(2,3,2) ;
   plot([f0,f1],[g0,g1]) ;
   title(' Transformation curves for enhanced contrast');
   axis square ;
   axis([0,256,0,256])
   grid on
   a=(g1-g0)/(f1-f0);
   [m,n]=size(x1);
   x2=double(x1);
   for i=1:m
       for j=1:n
           f=x2(i,j);
           g(i,j)=0;
           if(f>=0)&(f<=255)
               g(i,j)=a*f+g0;
           end
       end
   end
   subplot(2,3,3) , imshow(mat2gray(g)) ;
   title(' Transformed image ') ;
   axis square
   in order to verify the effect of the treatment, the A and B were taken to different values, and the following results were obtained:

   1) When \(a=1.5\ b=20\), the processing effect is shown in Fig.2.

   ![Fig.2 Comparison chart of linear point operation after a=1.5](image)

   2) When \(a=0.5\ b=20\), the processing effect is shown in Fig.3.

   ![Fig.3 Comparison chart of linear point operation after a=0.5](image)
3) When \( a=1 \) \( b=0 \), the processing effect is shown in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4 Comparison chart of linear point operation after \( a=1 \)](image)

4) When \( a=-1 \) \( b=100 \), the processing effect is shown in Fig. 5.

![Fig. 5 Comparison chart of linear point operation after \( a=-1 \)](image)

(2) Code for nonlinear point operations is as follows:

Linear point operation of form \( D'=c\log(1+|D|) \)

```matlab
x1=imread('circuit.tif');
subplot(2,3,1);
imshow(x1),title('Original image');
axis square

c=255/log(256);
x=0:1:255;
y=c*log(1+x);
subplot(2,3,2);
plot(x,y);
title('Transformation curves for enhanced contrast');
axis square
axis([0,256,0,256])
grid on
```

```matlab
r=(g1-g0)/(f1-f0);
[m,n]=size(x1);
x2=double(x1);
for i=1:m
    for j=1:n
        g(i,j)=c*log(x2(i,j)+1);
    end
end
subplot(2,3,3),imshow(mat2gray(g));
title('Transformed image');
axis square
```

The processing effect is shown in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 6 Comparison chart of nonlinear point operations](image)

IV. CONCLUSIONS

(1) Through the analysis of the figures, it can be seen that the contrast of the image after the process has been significantly improved. After giving different values of \( a \) and \( b \), the experimental conclusions can be summarized as follows:

- When \( a>1 \), compared with the original image, the contrast of the processed image has an obvious increase;
- When \( a<1 \), after the processing, the contrast of the image is significantly decreased;
- When \( a=1 \) and \( b=0 \), there is no difference between the processed image and the original image, and only simple copy is realized;
- When \( a=1 \) and \( b>0 \), after the processing, the brightness of the image is significantly enhanced;
- When \( a=1 \) and \( b<0 \), after the processing, the brightness of the image is reduced;
- When \( a=-1 \) and \( b=0 \), produces a negative image;
- When \( b>0 \), the brightness of the image will be increased;
- When \( b<0 \), the brightness of the image will be reduced.

(2) By the analysis in Figure 6 can be seen that, Pixels in the original image of low gray-scale range are transformed into the high gray level, so that the whole image gray level has been significantly improved. Therefore, the image gray level of the image can be expanded and compressed by using the nonlinear transformation, such as logarithmic or exponential.
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